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PRESSEMITTEILUNG
Nebenkosten beim Immobilienkauf

Ärmere Haushalte unterstützen
In Deutschland sind die Nebenkosten beim Immobilienkauf mehr als doppelt so
hoch wie in den Niederlanden und fast viermal so hoch wie in Großbritannien.
Das zeigt eine neue Kurzstudie des Instituts der deutschen Wirtschaft Köln (IW).
Sie kritisiert, dass diese Kosten vor allem ärmeren Haushalten den Zugang zum
Immobilienmarkt erheblich erschweren.

Wechselt eine Immobilie in Deutschland für 250.000 Euro den Besitzer, muss der Käufer noch einmal mindestens 11.500 Euro beziehungsweise 4,6 Prozent des Kaufpreises zusätzlich berappen: Der Staat hält die Hand bei der Grunderwerbssteuer auf, die
je nach Bundesland zwischen 3,5 und 6,5 Prozent des Kaufpreises liegt; der Notar
will für seine Dienste mindestens 0,8 Prozent, in der Regel aber 1 Prozent; und für die
Eintragung ins Grundbuch muss der Käufer weitere 0,3 bis 0,5 Prozent zahlen. „Ein
Immobilienkauf ist gerade für ärmere Familien oft unbezahlbar – auch, weil die Kaufnebenkosten nicht durch Kredite finanziert werden können“, sagt IW-Immobilienökonom
Michael Voigtländer.
In den Niederlanden und Großbritannien kommen Hauskäufer mit deutlich niedrigeren
Nebenkosten ins Eigenheim: In den Niederlanden werden bei einem Immobilienpreis
von 250.000 Euro maximal 6.500 Euro beziehungsweise 2,6 Prozent an Nebenkosten
fällig, in Großbritannien sogar nur maximal 3.250 Euro beziehungsweise 1,3 Prozent.
Das IW Köln empfiehlt der Bundesregierung, sich diese Staaten zum Vorbild zu nehmen: Die Niederlande haben den Notar-Markt dereguliert, und die Notarkosten sind
vom Kaufpreis unabhängig. Die Grunderwerbssteuer liegt bei lediglich 2 Prozent. In
Großbritannien gibt es dagegen keinen einheitlichen Steuersatz, vielmehr einen Freibetrag von 125.000 Pfund – und erst für höhere Beträge steigt die Steuer langsam an. In
beiden Ländern sind die Kosten der Grundbucheintragungen deutlich geringer und fix.
Generell sei es wichtig, ärmeren Haushalten die Tür zum Immobilienmarkt zu öffnen,
folgert die Studie – beispielsweise durch die Möglichkeit, die Grunderwerbssteuer über
einen Zeitraum von zehn Jahren zu zahlen. „Gerade in Zeiten niedriger Zinsen ist das
Eigenheim eine gute Absicherung fürs Rentenalter“, sagt Voigtländer.
Michael Voigtländer: Transaction costs for housing purchases – A high financial burden
for German home buyers, IW-Kurzbericht 72/2016
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Michael Voigtländer

A high financial burden for German home buyers
Home buyers in Germany not only have to pay high
down payments for financing their property, but
they also have to pay high transaction costs. Besides the transaction tax, also notary fees and the
entry in the land register sum up to a considerable
amount. The cases of the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom illustrate that high transaction
costs are not a necessity.
Prices in the German housing market are soaring,
especially in the big cities. In Berlin, Munich and
Hamburg, prices have increased by some 50 percent
since 2010. Nevertheless, buying is more favourable
than renting in the current situation. Based on the
“user cost of housing” approach developed by Poterba (1984), Seipelt and Voigtländer (2016) calculate that buyers save up to 30 percent compared to
renters. Price increases have been more than offset
by ultra-low mortgage rates, which are as low as one
percent in some cases. In all municipalities home
buyers have been better off than renters for a few
years now.
Nevertheless, the German home-ownership rate has
been stagnating since 2011 (Niehues and Voigtländer,
2016). Only older households and high-income

households have increased their home-ownership
rate. This is attributable to high capital requirements
for prospective home buyers. Banks expect a down
payment of around 20 percent of the market value
of the property. With prices increasing, this amount
is likewise increasing in total terms. Given the tightening regulations, like the new mortgage directive
or Basel III, requirements for down payments are likely to increase further.
Another obstacle is the transaction costs. In contrast
to down payments, which lower the financial burden
from financing the property, transaction costs are
lost for home buyers. They resemble a tax in that,
from the point of view of purchasers, there is no return in terms of services for the costs.
The typical house price in Germany is currently
around €250,000 . If a household buys a residential
home in Bavaria, it has to pay a land transfer tax of
3.5 percent; in North Rhine-Westphalia it would be
6.5 percent. Thus, the transfer tax amounts to between €8,750 and €16,250. In addition, the purchase
has to be notarised, which is mandatory in Germany.
The notary fee is dependent on the property value.
In the simplest case, the notary fee will be around
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Transaction costs for housing purchases

Country

Germany

Netherlands

Price of property

€250,000 (£215,000)

Transfer tax

3.5% – 6.5%

Notary fees

0.8% – 1%

Entry in land registry

0.3% – 0.5%

Total

4.6% – 8%

in EUR

United Kingdom

11,500 – 20,000

2%

0.8%

0.3% – 0.4%

–

0.2%

0.4% – 0.5 % *

2.5% – 2.6%

1.2% – 1.3%

6,250 – 6,500

3,000 – 3,250

* including fees for solicitor
Source: Cologne Institute for Economic Research (IW)

0.8 percent of the property value. If a mortgage loan
also has to be accounted for, and if the notary serves
as a trustee for the transaction, which is typical in
Germany, the fee amounts to at least one percent.
Finally, the entry in the land registry costs an additional 0.3 to 0.5 percent, depending on the case. All in
all, this amounts to transaction costs between 4.6
and 8.0 percent, which is the equivalent of between
€11,500 and €20,000. The cost of a real estate agent
would increase the transaction costs considerably;
but since the use of housing brokers is not mandatory, they are left out of the calculation.
The examples of other countries illustrate that such
high transaction costs are not necessary (see table).
In the Netherlands the land transfer tax has been
lowered to 2 percent. A notary is also mandatory, but
costs are considerably lower than in Germany. In
Germany, notaries use to link their fees to the property value and fix fees for all notaries via their organisation. In the Netherlands, the market for notaries
has been deregulated, and they are no longer allowed
to fix prices. As a result, notary fees have been reduced. According to independent comparison sites,
the price ranges between €700 and €1,000, indepen-

dent of the property price. Prices for the land registry
are also fixed. In a typical case it should be well below
€575, which is at least €225 cheaper than in Germany.
It is even cheaper to buy a home in the United Kingdom. There, the transfer tax for a property with a
value of £215,000 (around €250,000) is only 0.8
percent. Unlike in Germany and the Netherlands,
there is no flat tax on property, but there is a progressive tax rate. For all purchases there is a tax exemption level of £125,000. For the next £125,000 a tax rate
of 2 percent is applied, and for the next £675,000 the
tax rate is 5 percent. This insures that the tax burden
is not prohibitive, especially for lower-income households that typically buy lower-priced homes. Another
characteristic of the British system is that notaries
are not needed. The documentary process is known
as conveyancing, and it is done either by specialist
conveyancers or more usually by solicitors. The costs,
including land registry, amount to less than £1,000.
Land registry itself amounts to £135 plus the cost for
various searches (examination of public records),
which can be about £250.
In total, households in the Netherlands pay a maxi-
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mum of €6,500 and in the United Kingdom only
€3,250 for a property with a value of €250,000. Compared to German households, they save up to €13,500
or even €16,750, respectively. This constitutes capital
that could be used for a down payment, for example.
What lessons can be learned from this international
comparison?
First of all, transaction costs are really high in Germany. Of course, the situation might be even worse
in other countries, like in Spain or Italy with even
higher taxes, but Germany is well advised to compare
itself to countries with lower transaction costs. Especially since in Germany the wealth formation of
low-income households is underdeveloped, and
since collective pension systems, whether statutory
or provided by corporates, are under pressure.
Secondly, the transfer tax exerts the highest burden.
Consequently, tax rates should be lowered considerably. However, the transfer tax is privileged in the
fiscal equalisation scheme between the federal government and the Länder, since the Länder do not
have to share tax revenues from the transfer tax.
Thus, the Länder have a strong incentive to increase
the tax. Nevertheless, a progressive tax system like
that in the UK could be a solution. A tax exemption
limit could help first-time buyers who aim to purchase cheap or small homes and who have not had
enough time to save capital. Furthermore, households should be allowed to extend the tax payment
over a set period – for instance, of ten years. This
would enable more households to afford a home.
Finally, land registry costs and notary fees are extraordinarily high in Germany. Further research is needed to evaluate why land registration in Germany is
more costly than in other countries. In addition, the
role of notaries should be discussed. Most contracts
are standardised so that it is not self-evident why
notaries are required, especially since British households save so much money. The Dutch experiment
of liberalising the notary profession is also a re-form
project worth being discussed. At least the link bet-

ween land registry and notary fees on the one hand,
and property value on the other, should be addressed. Notaries and land-registry offices participate in
the booming market while their costs remain the
same. Such windfall profits at the expense of home
buyers should be avoided.
A critical review of transaction costs and an adoption
of other countries’ best-practise examples could help
to lower barriers to home-ownership for many households. This would especially allow low-income
households and families to participate in the opportunities provided by the ultra-low mortgage rate
environment.
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